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Read about our smile-worthy

Waterfall College Classrooom Wing
Growth has been a pivotal and apt verb to all that has
unfolded on our Campus since the College first established
its roots here in 2010. See images inside...
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Waterfall College New Classroom Wing
‘Growing potential right from the start’ is the guiding strategic direction
for Waterfall College based on our spacious iThemba Campus. Growth
has been a pivotal and apt verb to all that has unfolded on our Campus
since the College first established its roots here in 2010. The dynamic
high school has earned its reputation for quality, caring, affordable
independent education and numbers have blossomed steadily, most
notable are the content and confident boys and girls who pass through
the corridors.
From 2016 with the opening of Waterfall Pre-Primary, followed by the
Preparatory in 2017 and 2018 this steady organic growth led to the
need to expand the high school facilities to accommodate the Prep
boys and girls feeding through from Grade 7 to Grade 8 in 2020.
Founded on Christian principles, with a focus on developing young
people who are secure in their own identity and motivated to be positive influencers in our world, the trio of schools has attracted a caring,
mindful and dedicated parent body.
Construction of the double-storey Waterfall College Knowledge Wing,
including eight new classrooms, commenced in September 2018. The
site is situated adjacent to the School Hall and Basketball Court with
a large grass courtyard overlooking the Valley of 1000 Hills. Thanks to
incredible support from donors and under the swift management of
DanCor Construction the quick momentum has led to the completion
date estimated for June 2019.

November 2018

“We are so very grateful to our top and valued donor The Victor Daitz
Foundation for their continued confidence and support in our Campus,” said Tayla-Anne Goss, Focus on iThemba Team Leader.
“Our Symbiotic Relationship with Waterfall Schools is a pivotal part
of Focus on iThemba’s Sustainability Strategy and will ensure the
effectiveness and longevity of our iThemba Scholarship and Early
Childhood Development (ECD) programmes. Through the beautiful
new classroom wing coupled with the tarred road to the block and extra parking, this has led to a considerably enhanced Campus offering.
We are thrilled that the 2020 Campus Capital Campaign fundraising
efforts have borne fruit, with a total of R6,400,000 raised to date.
Grateful thanks are also extended to; Waterfall Schools, our American
based Friends of iThemba, The Fulton Trust, SGRP Meridian, Lilla
Howe Trust and the Waterfall Schools parent body for their combined
contributions. We are also excited to hear the recent news that The
MasterCard Foundation has pledged a donation.”

*

The remaining fundraising target for the Capital Costs is
R2 000 000 - to invest in quality education and be part of the
overall sustainability journey of Focus on iThemba, please be in
touch with Tayla on tayla@focusonithemba.org
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Growing
Hearts and Minds

Focus on iThemba and Waterfall Schools journey since 2010:
2010

Waterfall College moves to the iThemba Campus

2014

First sports field opens
Esther iThemba Homes model is adopted with foster homes located off campus

2015

Sustainability Strategy commences with the fundraising and construction of 		
Waterfall Pre-Primary

2016

Waterfall Pre-Primary opens
Waterfall Prep construction commences
First iThemba Scholars join iThemba Scholarship programme

2017

Waterfall Prep Foundation Phase opens
iThemba Academy incorporated into Waterfall Schools
Basketball court opens and Prep sports field complete
Project Bright ECD Pre-School revamp official opening
Project Delight ECD Pre-School revamp official opening

2018

Waterfall Prep Intermediate Phase opens
Waterfall Schools offers full educational journey from 12 months to Grade 12 		
Campus Cafe and Kit Shop relocated and opened in DanCor office space
Focus on iThemba and DanCor moves to renovated Jacob House
4km Insele (Honey Badger) Trail opens
50th Focus on iThemba Board Meeting

2019

10 partnerships with ECD Centres in the Valley and beyond
10 iThemba Scholars in Waterfall Schools Scholarship programme
Project Joy ECD Pre-School revamp official opening
Waterfall College Centre of Knowledge to open
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Friends of iThemba is a
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Colorado non-profit corporation
(FOI), filed for on March 9, 2004.

REASONS TO INVEST

The file number is 20041088593.
The dynamic fundraising arm in the
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US is entitled ‘Friends of iThemba’

Since 2003 our work has been a catalyst for contagious joy,
providing bridges of hope for life-altering positive change.

Our dedicated team and our active and experienced Board
members whole-heartedly believe in our core programmes.

Our local and American Friends and Donors have supported
us for nearly 15 years. Donations received are tax deductible.

which is an accredited 501(c)3
educational foundation.
This fundraising arm provides tax
benefits for friends in the USA who
donate to Focus on iThemba.
The group is actively involved in
spreading the work regarding
Focus on iThemba and encouraging
support for the organization.

Since inception our programmes have reached over 2000
children, teachers and families - this ripple effect continues.
Our strategic sustainability model results in longevity and
a less stressful fundraising environment as our priority is
funding our programmes and not operational costs.
As Waterfall Schools’ non-profit partner we benefit from the
educational wisdom of our Campus Education Committee
and the knowledge of experienced school leaders.
Our location is a huge advantage and our proximity to our
partnering Pre-Schools is excellent which leads to more
effective monitoring and evaluation.
We have effective and rewarding partnerships with Waterfall
Schools, NELRU, JAM, GROW with EduCare and The
Unlimited Child. Together we are stronger.
The Return on Investment in Early Childhood Development
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hence Early Brain Development, is vastly higher
than from later education.
Quality, independent education is being enjoyed by our
iThemba Scholars at Waterfall Schools in an environment
where the aim is to ‘unearth the treasure in every child’.

Friends of iThemba - Talk to us:
Do you have
our updated
US postal
details?

Contact: Paul Bagnoli
Phone: Tel: +1 (908) 347 6831
Email: info@focusonithemba.org
Postal Address: Friends of iThemba, PO Box 127, Ninety Six
South Carolina, 29666-0127, USA
iThemba Campus, Jacob House,
111 Ngwele Road, Hillcrest, 3610, South Africa
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